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A. STATISTICAL INFORMATION 
The total number of candidates who registered to sit for Systems of Knowledge was 2045, which is 80 

candidates more than in 2019. 

Table 1 shows the distribution of grades for the Special September Session 2020 session of the examination 

Grades A B C D E F Absent TOTAL 

No of candidates 82 195 667 401 92 470 138 2045 

Total % 4.0 9.5 32.6 19.6 4.5 23.0 6.7 100 

Table 1: Distribution of grades for Systems of Knowledge, Special September Session 2020  

B. GENERAL REMARKS 

General Remarks on Coursework 

Due to the Covid19 restrictions and health measures in place, the moderation exercise in schools was not 

fulfilled, however the private candidates’ projects that were corrected by our board of examiners has 

revealed the following: 

1. Most of the coursework submitted did not contain enough interdisciplinary understanding or 

evaluation. There is a general lack of critical analysis and reflection in the work submitted.  

2. Few candidates offered logical and thought out claims that analyse the link between the work they 

undertook and the course content.  

3. There is clear evidence that candidates are not looking at the official syllabus and incorporating the 

listed values into their coursework and their learning.  

4. Candidates need to ensure that they have a clear understanding of the distinction between skills or 

attributes and values (political, social, ethical or cultural). This distinction should be also emphasised 

in the teaching and learning of the course. 

5. A large number of projects lacked a suitable bibliography using an approved referencing style. Many 

of the provided bibliographies, were merely a reproduction of the URL of the online source used. 

Candidates need to discriminate between sources, and to recognise the validity of the sources that 

they encounter. Many candidates are solely relying on popular online sources like Wikipedia as their 

source of information. 

6. Some of the presented projects did not undergo a proof reading exercise and were replete with 

spelling and grammatical mistakes. 
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General Remarks on the Written Examination 
The major issues encountered by examiners in all sections of the paper were the following; 

1. Many of the answers provided do not follow a logical or structured sequence, at times resulting in 

disjointed arguments that have no link to the question.  

2. Many of the answers provided did not make use of, or incorrectly used the terminology related to 

the course content.  

3. Many of the answers provided were relatively short for adequately explaining, elaborating, and 

discussing the concepts required by the essay questions. Although, there is the tendency that 

lengthier writing diverts from the focus of the sought answer, overall, lengthier essays were also 

more elaborate and detailed in terms of response. 

4. A number of candidates are basing their studies on the memorisation of model answers, which are 

publicly available, and attempting to make these answers fit at all costs to suit the requirements of 

the questions asked in the exam. This incorrect method of preparation goes against the very aims of 

the subject and is also proving to be a futile exercise since these type of responses are mostly out of 

point and therefore only leading to a failing mark.  

5. Many candidates are hindered in succeeding or achieving their potential in the exam because of their 

poor command of English or Maltese. Although the vast majority of candidates choose to reply in 

English, it is evident in both languages that the users show a deficiency in their ability to express 

themselves and communicate effectively in writing.  

C. COMMENTS ON QUESTIONS 

Section A 

Question A1:  

The question tackled issues related to globalization and its effects on the democratic process. Furthermore, 

the question asked about the response of electorates towards globalisation and the social and economic 

changes that have resulted from it. The majority of candidates showed knowledge of globalisation and its 

effects; however, their understanding of this process was mostly limited to economic and cultural aspects. 

Although the question required an analysis of governance and political processes, many answers failed to 

address this properly.  

Candidates who replied correctly to this question mentioned easier access to information because of 

widespread use of the internet and even access to foreign mass media, these candidates showed how this 

access to information allowed for more critical debates and knowledge of other forms of government or 

governance, leading at times to calls for more democracy. Some answers also included the proliferation of 

concepts like the respect and protection of human rights and the ability of marginalised groups to be heard 
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on international fora for a leading to international pressure on national governments in terms of rule of law 

and social justice. 

A small percentage of answers attempted to offer a criticism of globalisation from a leftist perspective; 

therefore presenting arguments on how globalisation sometimes leads to the erosion of workers’ rights and 

even instances of forced labour. 

Only some candidates were capable of giving actual examples of how electorates reacted to globalisation. 

Some answers perceived the rise of far-right ideology and nationalism as a reactionary movement to the 

challenges of the new socio-economic realities they are facing; very few answers made reference to Brexit, 

the election of Donal Trump or other nationalist figures like Jair Bolsonaro. Some answers also mentioned 

the rise of international groups with global agendas like Extinction Rebellion. 

Question A2: 

This question asked about the role played by online media and online platforms in political propaganda and 

the electoral process.   

Candidates who answered this question showed a good grasp of the concept of propaganda and its role in 

the electoral process. Most answers showed an understanding of how political parties make use of the media 

to convince the electorate about their manifesto. Many candidates showed knowledge of the use of social 

media by political groups to advertise themselves.  

However, very few answers looked into the use of online media as a means of data harvesting or as a form 

of surveillance. Only a few answers made mention of the protection of data rights or legislation being passed 

by the EU to restrict the power of Big Tech and the EU’s aim of protecting customer data. 

Section B 

Question B1 

This question asked candidates to identify and engage with the artistic context of two popular paintings. The 

candidates were not expected to identify the actual paintings; the author, title and year of production were 

provided to them. Therefore the requirements of the question were, an analysis of the artistic context of 

these paintings, i.e. Renaissance art and Contemporary art.  

Many of the answers provided correctly identified and discussed the stylistic and artistic elements of these 

two periods. However, a number of answers failed to provide a comparative analysis or delve into discussing 

the development of western art as represented by these two works of art, as required by the question.  

Question B2 

Candidates were required to offer a discussion about the concept of culture and cultural change. Answers 

were expected to explore how artistic production reflects changes in the religious, moral, political and 

scientific cultural milieu. Most of the responses offered a generic discussion on culture and offered some 

exploration of the how the various cultural aspects progress in unison such as experienced in the 

Enlightenment or the Renaissance. Some candidates had difficulties in referring to specific artistic 

productions as required by the question and as a means to support their argument.  
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Unfortunately, as noted every year by the examiners, these type of questions tend to attract a considerable 

number of responses based on memorised generic model answers that are recycled every year by 

candidates, and which are unsuitable in fulfilling the specific requirements of the question posed.  

Section C 

Question C1 

This question asked candidates to explain the concept of biodiversity, engage in a discussion on causes of 

biodiversity and to explore national policies and practices in the protection of biodiversity.  

The majority of respondents provided a good explanation of biodiversity and could also offer a discussion, 

although, sketchy at times, about causes leading to loss of biodiversity. However, a large proportion of 

candidates found it challenging to provide an example and offer a debate on how the protection of 

biodiversity can be prioritised on a national level. Candidates were expected but not limited to make 

reference to how urbanisation in Malta is leading to loss of biodiversity and the role of institutions like ERA 

in limiting this, the safeguarding of designated Natura 2000 sites, legislation protecting local and endemic 

fauna like the freshwater crab or the painted frog.  

Question C2 

The question tackled the tourism industry and its role in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. Most 

responses attempted to show how tourism plays a role in achieving the SDGs, with relevant examples that 

help make a good case. However, most candidates showed a difficulty in applying these ideas to the national 

context and only provided superficial and weak discussions on sustainable tourism practices in Malta. 

Section D 

Question D1 

The vast majority of candidates opted for this question. The question tackled inductive and deductive 

reasoning and their role in scientific research. Although this subject content forms one of the main pillars in 

understanding this part of the Systems of Knowledge syllabus, many responses offered wrong definitions 

and explanations of these methods. A large number of responses used incorrect terminology and could not 

provide ways showing how deductive and deductive reasoning are utilised in the sciences. 

Question D2 

This question tackled the topic of Genetic Engineering and its applications. The question also required an 

exploration of the ethical issues related to this biotechnology. The majority of candidates who opted for this 

question showed knowledge of the application of this technology; however, they showed difficulty in 

elaborating on the ethical issues and implications of this type of scientific research and application.  

E. CONCLUDING COMMENTS 
The examiners note that candidates need to make sure that they read the questions carefully and make sure 

that in their response they are addressing the requirements that are mentioned in the question. Examiners’ 

have shown concern that many candidates only offer superficial knowledge of the course content, and that 

often times candidates memorise generic essays that they reproduce without acknowledgment of the 

question in the exam. This panel recommends that candidates develop further their essay writing skills. 

Examiners also note that far too often the language proficiency reflected in the responses is not fitting for 
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candidates who are following a post-secondary education. It is also disconcerting that a large proportion of 

the provided answers shows an inability to apply theoretical knowledge to current affairs, especially when 

it concerns the local context. This aspect is even more preoccupying because it reflects a 

compartmentalisation of knowledge to such a degree that respondents do not use the experience garnered 

from their SOK project to inform their exam responses.   

 

Chairperson 

Examination Panel 2020 


